Do you have

**Good programming skills in Python and C?**

Do you

**Want to work in a climate research project?**

We are looking for a

**Student assistant on master level**

for a third-party funded project in the German National Climate Modeling Initiative *PalMod*.

Your task will be to work on parallel-in-time methods for ocean simulations. You will use an existing ocean simulation model and perform test runs with different configurations on high-performance hardware. You need to be self-motivated and capable to go into the depth of real-world simulation software.

The scope and duration of the activity is adjustable. It can start as soon as possible.

If you are interested, contact:

Prof. Dr. Thomas Slawig
Christian-Albrechts-Platz 4, Room 1201, 24118 Kiel
Phone: 0431 880 4490
e-mail: ts@informatik.uni-kiel.de